JGP ASSIGNMENT IN FIGURE SKATING - 2022-23 SEASON
1) Preselection:
-

Members of the National Team U19/U17/U15 (as well as members of the National
Junior Men Team) are invited to participate in the selection for the Junior Grand Prix
Series (JGP) in Figure Skating for the 2022-23 season.

-

According to the announcement of the JGP series 2022-23, Swiss Ice Skating can enter
athletes in the following events:
24.-27.08.2022
31.08.-03.09.2022
07.-10.09.2022
28.09.-01.10.2022
05.-08.10.2022
12.-15.10.2022

JGP Courchevel
JGP Ostrava
JGP Riga
JGP Grenoble
JGP Gdansk
JGP Egna

(FRA)
(CZE)
(LAT)
(FRA)
(POL)
(ITA)

Women: 2
Women: 2
Women: 2
Women: 2
Women: 2
Women: 2

/
/
/
/
/
/

Men: 1
Men: 1
Men: 1
Men: 1
Men: 1
Men: 1

-

As result of their respective top ranking at the JWC TALLINN 2022, Kimmy Repond
(women) and Naoki Rossi (men) are automatically awarded two spots of their choice
(each).

-

As result of her bronze medal at EYOF VUOKATTI 2022, Sarina Joos (women) also
automatically receives two spots.

-

Participation in the Test Skate in Bäretswil on July 2, 2022, is optional for Kimmy
Repond, Sarina Joos and Naoki Rossi.

-

Swiss Ice Skating relinquied the two spots in the Women JGP event in Yerevan (ARM).

2) JGP Selection – Test Skate – 02.07.2022 - Bäretswil:
-

After registering here with Richard Leroy not later than May 15, 2022, the following
athletes will receive an invitation to present their junior Free Skating program for the
2022-23 season + some junior Short Program elements at the Test Skate in Bäretswil
on July 2, 2022:
Women (7)

→

max. 8 spots

Sara Franzi
Anthea Gradinaru
Noemi Joos
Livia Kaiser
Elina Plüss
Eugenia Sekulovski
Sophie Joline von Felten

Men (5)

→ max.

4 spots

Noah Bodenstein
Aurélian Chervet
Aurel Chiper
Georgii Pavlov
Taigo Thomas Sakai

-

The Free Skating program performance will be judged according to the ISU rules in
force for the 2022-23 season*. Attention: new features will apply (ISU Communication
2474). No bonus points will be awarded.

-

The total points (TSS) in the free program as well the jumping passes outlined below
will be considered for the ranking. Each jumping pass is to be presented twice (the
better element is considered for the ranking):
▪
▪

3+3 combinaison
3Lo

(for women: also possible 3Lz+2T or 3F+2T)

-

After the performances the selection committee will review the results and make a
proposal for the allocation of remaining spots for the JGP series 2022-23. This also
includes substitutes. It is to be noted that Swiss Ice Skating reserves the right to not
fill every spot. Allocating spots depends upon the performance of the athletes.

-

There is no registration fee. Participants are responsible for their own expenses and
insurance coverage.

-

The Test Skate in Bäretswil is mandatory for athletes who are interested to be
considered for the JGP series 2022-23 (except for those athletes who are already
nominated). In case of illness, injury or other compelling reason that will prevent the
athlete from competing in the Test Skate, the selection committee may nonetheless
consider the athlete for JGP series. In the same sense, the selection committee/Swiss
Ice Skating is to decide on all exceptional cases or cases not covered by this document.

3) Program control – 13.08.2022 - Flims:

*

-

All nominated athletes for the JGP series 2022-23, whether automatically selected,
selected after the Test Skate in Bäretswil or subsitutes, are invited to present their Free
Skating program for a Program control organized in Flims on August 13, 2022.

-

The program control in Flims will allow the officials to provide feedback (especially on
levels/GOEs) to the athletes/coaches before competing in the JGP series 2022-23.
Swiss Ice Skating furthermore has the possibility of completing JGP assignments,
particularly in the case of a second spot to be awarded to an athlete or as tie-breaker
between two candidates, respectively.

-

The athletes and coaches concerned will personally receive all the information in due
course.

NB. A ChSq is proposed instead of a StSq in the Junior Free Program (subject to Congress approval).

